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BOOK
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Fine designers. Fine fabrics. 

Fine tailoring. Needless to say, 

you’re going to look just fine.



TAKE THE  
HASSLE OUT  
OF TUX RENTAL
FOUR SIMPLE STEPS AND YOU’RE 
DONE. BOOM! IT’S THAT EASY.

SELECT A STYLE 01

TAKE YOUR MEASUREMENTS 
FOR THE PERFECT FIT 

02

PLACE YOUR ORDER AND 
RENT IT

03

SEND IT BACK AND 
YOU’RE SET

04



$50 OFF 
ALREADY REDUCED 

DESIGNER TUXES

GET YOUR SWAG ON IN ANY OF 
OUR DESIGNER TUXEDOS AND GET

LIMITED-TIME OFFER!

REGULARLY
$199 - $219

NOW 
$99 - 119

WITH SCHOOL CODE



MICHAEL KORS 
BLACK TUX

With a streamlined silhouette 

and luxe details that live up to 

the Michael Kors name, this is a 

thoroughly modern take on the 

classic Bond tux, crafted of luxury 

Venetian super 130s wool. The 

single-breasted, 2-button, side-

vented coat features a notch collar 

with black satin trim on the edge of 

the lapel and on the jetted pockets.



MICHAEL KORS 
CHARCOAL TUX

Leading the legacy of the 

gray-meets-black-tie trend, 

this Michael Kors Charcoal 

tux keeps it timeless with sleek 

tailoring and luxury Venetian 

super 130s wool. The single-

breasted, 2-button, side-

vented coat features a notch 

collar with Charcoal satin trim 

on the edge of the lapel and 

on the jetted pockets.



MICHAEL KORS  
MIDNIGHT BLUE TUX

On-trend and outrageously cool, 

Michael Kors’ deep navy-black 

Midnight Blue tux in luxury Venetian 

super 130s wool proves that blue 

is the new black tie. The single-

breasted, 2-button, side-vented coat 

features a contemporary notch  

collar with Midnight Blue satin  

on the edge of the lapel and  

on the jetted pockets.



JOHNNY WILDE  
BURGUNDY TUX

COMING APRIL 1ST - Rich in color 

and style, this vibrant burgundy coat 

will have you making an entrance at 

your next event. Johnny Wilde makes 

a statement with this fun and trendy 

coat, taking modern to a whole new 

level. Crafted of the finest super 120s, 

this 100% wool, single-breasted coat 

features 1-button styling with besom 

pockets and a shorter length for a 

more current take on black-tie. The slim 

fit coat boasts a modern shawl lapel 

that’s accented with black satin trim on 

the edge.



JOHNNY WILDE  
BLUE TUX

COMING APRIL 1ST - With a 

cool and trendy vibe, this exclusive 

coat lives up to the Johnny Wilde 

name and will leave you feeling 

far from blue. This is a thoroughly 

modern take on the classic jacket, 

crafted of luxury super 120s and 

100% wool. The single-breasted, 

1-button coat is shorter in length 

and features a modern shawl lapel 

with black satin trim on the edge, 

besom pockets, and a slim fit.



JOHNNY WILDE  
WHITE TUX

COMING APRIL 1ST - Take a 

walk on the wild side with this 

new Johnny Wilde exclusive 

coat, that takes black-tie to a 

whole new level of fun. Stylish 

and on trend, this single-

breasted, 1-button coat is 

shorter in length for the ultimate 

cool factor, slim fit, with besom 

pockets, and a modern shawl 

lapel that’s accented with a 

black satin edge trim.



DAYMOND JOHN 
STEEL GRAY TUX

Daymond John’s supremely elegant and 

exquisitely-tailored tux is crafted of 100% wool 

in a sophisticated shade of deep Steel Gray that 

makes a perfect canvas for accessories in virtually 

any color. The single-breasted, 2-button, side-

vented coat features a notch collar. Steel Gray 

grosgrain – rather than traditional satin – trims 

the lapel and the straight flap pockets.



DAYMOND JOHN 
BLACK TUX

Sleekly-tailored and ultra-elegant, this 

100% wool black tux by Daymond John 

reinvents the standard black-tie look 

with the use of grosgrain rather than 

traditional satin on the notch lapel and 

pockets of the single-breasted, 2-button 

coat with side vents.



DAYMOND JOHN  
INK BLUE TUX

Unexpected and of-the-moment, 

Daymond John’s Ink Blue is woven of 

a unique mix of both navy and black 

threads that decodes the typical black 

tie dress code. This flawlessly-tailored tux 

is crafted of 100% wool and features a 

single-breasted, 2-button, side-vented coat 

with a notch collar with a Navy grosgrain 

lapel, and straight flap pockets with Navy 

grosgrain trim.



ALLURE MEN
CEMENT GRAY TUX

The lightest of Allure Men’s 

spectrum of gray shades, Cement 

Gray is a very light cool gray in a 

superfine wool blend ideally suited 

for daytime or outdoor events. The 

single-breasted, 2-button, side-

vented coat features a notch lapel 

with self-fabric piping on the lapel 

edge, and straight flap pockets. 

The absence of satin gives the suit a 

less formal -- yet still stylish -- look.



ALLURE MEN 
BLACK ONYX TUX

An innovative twist on traditional 

black tie, the subtle vertical stripe 

woven throughout this Super 140s 

wool conveys both contemporary-

cool and impeccable taste. Allure 

Men’s single-breasted, 2-button, 

side-vented coat features a more 

formal peak lapel with striking 

black satin insets, and straight flap 

pockets with black satin trim.



ALLURE MEN 
IRON GRAY TUX

Equally suited for daytime or 

evening events, Allure Men’s 

Iron Gray is a medium gray 

shade, woven in a superfine 

wool blend. The single-

breasted, 2-button, side-vented 

coat features a more formal 

peak lapel accented with Iron 

Gray satin insets, and straight 

flap pockets with Iron Gray 

satin trim.



ALLURE MEN  
TAN TUX

Allure Men’s effortlessly stylish suit 

in classic Tan is ideal for summer or 

beachside events. This single-breasted, 

2-button, side-vented coat features 

a notch collar with self-fabric piping 

on the edge of the lapel and on the 

straight flap pockets, rather than the 

more formal look of satin accents.



ALLURE MEN
SLATE BLUE SUIT

Allure Men’s fashion-forward 

shade of Slate Blue is unexpected 

and ultra-elegant, crafted in a 

superfine wool blend. The single-

breasted, 2-button, side-vented 

coat features a peak collar 

with a self-fabric inset on the 

lapel rather than satin, for an 

understated and less formal look, 

and straight flap pockets.



ALLURE MEN
HEATHER GRAY TUX

Heather Gray is a light gray that 

falls in the middle of Allure Men’s 

gray shades, and is woven of 

100% superfine wool. The single-

breasted, 2-button, side-vented 

coat features a notch collar with 

Heather Gray satin piping on 

the edge of the lapel and on the 

straight flap pockets.



JUSTIN ALEXANDER 
BLACK TUX

Justin Alexander’s meticulously-

tailored tux celebrates the gold 

standard black-tie look while 

transforming it into a modern 

style statement. Featuring 

superior craftsmanship and 

100% superfine lightweight 

wool, this single-breasted, 

2-button, center-vented coat 

features a notch collar and is 

embellished with a dramatic 

black satin lapel and black 

satin-jetted pockets.



JUSTIN ALEXANDER 
STORM GRAY TUX

A sublime alternative to black, yet 

just as formal, Justin Alexander’s 

deep Storm Gray shade puts a 

contemporary spin on the iconic 

black tux. Featuring superior 

craftsmanship and 100% superfine 

lightweight wool, this single-breasted, 

2-button, side-vented coat features a 

notch collar and is embellished with 

Storm Gray satin on the edge of the 

lapel and on the jetted pockets.



ALFRED ANGELO 
GRAY TUX

Alfred Angelo’s subtle yet 

chic Gray shade is woven of 

a superfine wool blend that 

elevates any formal occasion. 

The single-breasted, 2-button 

coat features a notch collar with 

Gray satin edging on the lapel, 

straight flap pockets with Gray 

satin trim, and a center vent.



ALFRED ANGELO 
BLACK TUX

Alfred Angelo’s modern 

interpretation of the classic black 

tux is crafted of super 120s wool 

for a luxury look and feel. The 

single-breasted, 2-button coat 

features a notch collar with an 

elegant black satin lapel, straight 

flap pockets with black satin 

trim, and a center vent.
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